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“Of these things,
Speak, Immortal One,
And tell the tale once more in our time.”
— Homer, The Odyssey, Book I





“As we feed,
So are we fed.
Eat and be full.
Expel and replenish.
Until all things perish,
And the bonds are broken.”
—Quatrian ritual greeting
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Introduction
According to legend, the way to Quatria is different
for each voyager. Though two travelers might set off
side-by-side on the same road for that ancient mystic
land, one might reach it by the short path, while the
other might wander in circles forever. Tradition says
the place itself must want to be found by the querent,
or the quest is doomed from the start.
My own route to Quatria has been the very definition of circuitous. I will not attempt to unravel that
long and tangled skein herein, as the shifting signposts
and twisted detours I followed might never re-appear
to whosoever comes seeking this mysterious continent after me.
Instead, I will let the discoveries of my time spent
amongst the recovered legends of these remarkable
peoples speak for themselves. I have not had the chance
to properly process and organize my extensive research
and field notes, unfortunately. So I must humbly beg
forgiveness of the reader for the hasty and somewhat
jumbled form presented in this first edition of an attempt to re-compile the Lost Books of Quatria.
I remain your humble servant,
T.S.B.
i
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Notes on the Original Quastrian
Medieval Pentarch sources left numerous re-tellings of tales and legends from the so-called Matter of
Quatria, along with copious interpretive texts. However, the fact remains that Quatrian culture itself is
believed to have been an entirely oral tradition, and
left no known written records of any kind.
Recent findings from the newly discovered House
of Life (a kind of temple-library disgorged from the
receding ice-shelf of our southernmost continent) are
still being analyzed. Scientists and scholars have only
just begun to illuminate these stories with the light of
understanding. Their true depths remain unplumbed,
and what is offered in this volume is but a shimmering
echo of what lays below the surface.
To further complicate matters for the devotee of
Quatrian studies, the sources available to us are entirely divergent in their many branching variations of not
only the names of Quatria itself, but also the names
and spellings of its multitude of personages, locales,
etcetera.
For example, the names of Quatria alone have been
variously preserved as (just a small sampling):
Quatria
Quastria
Cuatria
ii
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Cuatirie
Quâstria
Quaztría
Quastrie
Qua'Astra
Quastry
Quaestrea
Questry
Quarteria
Quaïz
Kestry
Kestria
Kellstria
Kaestrie
Kastria
Kuaýstria
Kuaťtrea
Kwatria
Keweterie
Kwetwuor
Kwetworia
Kwarterea
And so on. To list all the variations for the nomenclature of this rich and storied land would fill volumes
in itself (and has: see Fuller’s incomparable Compleat
Names of Quastria).
Though the spelling Quastrian is favored in most
academic circles, “Quatria” is primarily utilized in
this volume, as it is found by the publisher to be the
most widely known to modern audiences.

iii
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The High Augur
This world is not the first. The True Count, however, is lost to the veils of time and mystery. That
there were antecedent phrases in the song of history,
we can be sure. And it is of these, dear listener, we
speak today.
Quatria was failing. The dynamic tension which
held the mysterious continent together had reached a
sharp crescendo, and the wave was breaking.
It was in the late Summer of these times, when a
small crew of Pentarch sailors set out on a short fishing expedition from one of the corrugated shorelines of
the Five Kingdoms of Kremel. What should have been
a three hour tour was waylaid by a storm-at-sea, which
hurtled their vessel farther and farther off course.
The men heard the wail of sirens in the distance
as the storm surged around their craft. Strange lights
flashed on and off in the darkness. They were powerless
to stop the inevitable drift of their vessel as it crashed
about on the waves. The Cold and Dark grew louder
and stronger around them, until they felt numbness
overtake their cores, and were plunged into darkness.
Then the sound of ringing they heard. It was a
single pure tone at first, splitting into a second note in
harmony, then a triad, and then into a chorus of song
unfolding. And then a rainbow appeared, warmth as of
Spring, and a tingling they felt, as life flowed back into
3
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the earth of their bones, and the soil of their flesh.
Across calm turquoise waters dead ahead, a white
island gleamed. And in the distance lay a palace, a
temple, to which their inner compasses re-oriented themselves as though to home. The Source of the
strange music beckoned them.
Blood flowed back into their veins beyond the harbor, and those sailors were beyond yet the ken of the
waits, who watched tirelessly over the walls of the
Temple, and in turn over all of Quatria. Up in the Pillar of Song, however, the High Augur cast a mal throw
on the songboard. Three pents and a duo, seventeen,
in the House of Sadness.
The program was drawn up for the morning chant.
The song would reverberate out from the Pillar of
Song in rounds the moment the rays of the morning
sun kissed the strings of of the altar.
It was a sad song. It told of the First Age of Quatria, after the ejection of Ederron from the caldera of
the Hypogeum. The first Anti-Node, after the Separation, and the rising of the mountains as Ederron was
pushed out to the sea. Though its verses would not be
included in the dawn chanson, for those knowledgeable
in the lore, it called to mind those Quatrian ancestors
who had left the continent for good, wanderers and
outcasts. Some of these would go on to found the colonies of old (of which Kremel was but one of many)
in the Second Age, when the Anti-Node was shifting
toward Abdazon.

4
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The Bay of Erasure
As the Pentarch sailors drifted without idea or rudder, natural currents drew their craft in towards the
Bay of Erasure. The two arms of land known as Raggath and Jyagar loomed, atop each of which a tower
adorned its bald head.
Crowning each tower’s top was a forking branch and
bowl. The forks were tuned by their makers, master
instrument builders serving the temple. Such was the
power which fed them in that place, that they shared
one spirit in resonance each with the other. In its tension a living tone danced in the air, nearly visible by
the virtuosi of the Temple.
By listeners in the villages and way-stations below,
from this tone could be derived sub-tones. This was
the province largely of duly appointed novice minstrels
who served their tour of apprenticeship, tending to the
peeling, and keening, and banging and bonging of various tones and bells in matching rhythms to mark out
the passing of the days through the Houses. The singing sound of their bells ringing echoed up and down
the arms of the villages dotting the Bay of Erasure.
It followed from Raggath through the Wild Wastes,
and Jyagar on to strong and humble Elum village, and
thence on high to the Temple Mount, and the Pillar
of Song, where the High Augur held court. There he
heard gathered together all the overtones of the land,
5
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the people, the sky, the water, the animals and angels,
powers and forces. The ominous glorious symphony
of Quatria.
On any given day, the High Augur heard and tolerated common disturbances to the Grand Song such
as the drunken mistakes of too-religious devotees to
the wine and beer gods (all too common in those
days) — missing cues, flattening and sharpening their
notes, lousy counts, and so on. However, the day the
Pentarchs broke line of sight between Raggath and
Jyagar, the forked instruments at tower-top fell out of
tune, and their bowls re-transmitted from one to the
other, a gap, a questioning difference. A dissonance in
the House of Song — one such as hadn’t been heard in
few among the bards were sure how long.
The three sailors, though as babes to this New
World, heard themselves the pure, awesome tonal shift
without knowledge of what it might signify to other
listeners. They heard too as the String of Bells activated. It echoed up and down the coastline, singing out
this difference as far as the city of Geus.
Upon hearing these two tones reach the Pillar of
Song, the High Augur observed a crack in the empty
teacup on his small personal table set up next to the
Altar of Song, and frowned.
As the morning’s canticle drew to a close, the High
Augur drew two cards, and laid the first, the ass, down
in the House of Sorrow on the songboard, and the second, the spade, into the House of Song.
The ass of the trader. The traitor who hauled his
ass out of the Vast Desert, crossed the Ederren mountains, and betrayed Lord Abdazon. Ruin and destruction, betrayal by the beast of the flesh.
The spade of the miner. The temper of Minus the
Minor, jealous younger sibling of proud Geus. The cities named after them were connected together via the
Temple Road all the way up to the foot of the Pillar
of Song. Under-miner. Betrayal by family. Cave-goer.
6
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Digging one’s own grave.
Using hand signals, the High Augur silently mimed
to the Watcher, who hummed to the Conductor the
key tone sequence to initiate the Dark Dance Cycle.
The saga was situated amongst the larger legend of
the Fall of Abdazon, the poisoning of the Wild Waste,
and centered on the loss of Delrin, mate of sad Elum
(after whom the village was named) at the hands of
the Betrayer.
It was rare but not un-heard of this time of year to
perform at least the opening ceremonies of the Dark
Dance Cycle (if not necessarily the full epic). Still,
it would take some time to round up the dancers and
costumes to perform the full Trilogy. The wisdom of
the venerated Composers was such that a lengthy prelude accounted for this, giving ample time to gather the principals and accompanists. For the rest, the
calls of assembly passed from mouth to ear, from harp
and tambour, bringing one and all to the Grand Plaza, where they would await the signal of the Maestro
to commence.
Meanwhile, the Pentarch sailors drifted up the coast
toward the village called Elum in wonder. Though
none saw it in the midst of festival preparations, a tiny
crack appeared in the foundation of the Pillar of Song,
and a wordless shudder went through the spine of the
High Augur, out of sight far above.
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The Coming of Ovarion
One Quatrian year before a storm-at-sea caused
the three amnesiac Pentarch fishermen to breach the
Bay of Erasure, Wormwood had spoken.
Wormwood the Wordless. Wormwood the Changer.
The Speaker in mist and dust had issued forth from the
Hypogeum in daylight-plain and full, in a turbulent
columnar mass. A thick fog swirled, bounded as if by
a single concentrated will, a will to change the world.
Since the High Augur was aware of the signs of His
emergence pending for three weeks prior, the Hymn of
Elimination (composed during the Shape Wars) was
duly being performed at or about the time of emergence, as anticipated by the signals. The priests played
and sang in the amphitheatre facing the Hypogeum
across the Chasm.
This was not a subtle emanation, as sometimes the
minstrel priests claimed they alone could sense. This
was an embodiment even a commoner could see, and
it shot up into the sky, which pooled and filled as
though cloudy water were being poured upward into a
retaining basin. After what seemed like an eternity of
held-breath waiting, it spooled off toward the cusp of
the Houses of Song and Silence.
All of Quatria observed the trail in the sky that
day as that spool, having reached the sea, sent down a
finger to gently caress the water’s surface. A low rum8
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bling was heard, almost like the sound of waits blowing
their deep horns, but subtler, darker. A calm below a
reflected stormy sky. And then a bubbling mist rose up
from below the surface and joined the finger extended
down from the sky. A darkening. And then, an island.
Rising up, slowly, majestically, like a sea dweller coming up from the depths for air.
The place was named Ovarion, following a meeting of the Bardic Council. Though the High Augur
protested the use of what was, technically, a Singulon
name, the Council over-ruled. It found that Ovarion
was a fitting and right name, and that its use would
render honor to its original bearer who had fought nobly for the Mysterium during the Shape Wars.
Since this time, however, the isle of Ovarion had
sat empty, following the taboo after additive modifications are made to the landscape by the Changer. As
the songs taught: On grounds newly laid, one must wait
for the Dweller to enter the Palace. This dictum served
as both a potentiating mystical reflection on intent and
purpose in everyday life, as well as an utterly practical
use as a ward against destruction. In case the Changer
should reappear and happen to change his mind, and
reclaim what had been called forth, no lives or effort
would be lost. The songs told it had happened before,
but not in recent living memory.
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The Dark Dance Begins
The first people of Quatria to welcome the three
stranded Pentarch sailors were children playing on the
beaches near the docks of Elum. The small Pentarch
fishing vessel sat in a few feet of turquoise water when
they arrived, and the children swam out to it. The
sailors greeted them, bewildered still from the stormat-sea and from the shock of their arrival on these
strange shores. Heeding the insistent beckoning of
the children of the village of Elum, the sailors pulled
their boat ashore, and followed the children back to
the docks. Upon disembarking, the children quickly
vanished, leaving the sailors alone again for a time.
At length, a lone ageless figure appeared, clad
in the dark cloak of his Order. He approached the
sailors who had been waiting there since the children
disappeared. He stopped a few feet from them, and
held up his left hand, palm open before them in ritual
greeting. The sailors did likewise, and one cleared his
throat to speak in his own language.
“Good sir, we have landed on these shores, of
which we have no knowledge. What land is this?”
The cloaked figure touched a small ornate disk of
metalwork below his throat, which acted as clasp for
his garment, and insignia of his rank. Upon it was an
arch between two columns, surmounted by a solar disk,
and the two crossed paths of Clarity and Confusion, all
10
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under the wings of Silence.
The sailors looked one to the other, none recognizing these symbols, nor the authority of this costume, though they sensed the gravity of the presence
of their bearer.
The cloaked figure held up again his left hand, palm
out, purposefully tucked in the thumb, and splayed the
remaining four fingers wide. With his other hand, he
closed the fingers into a first, and crouched down to
touch the earth. Then he stood back up.
The Pentarch sailors looked again at each other for
a long silent moment, until Benda, the natural leader,
faced the figure, and in turn wordlessly lifted up his
left hand in imitation. Instead of folding the thumb in,
however, he held out all five fingers, pointed toward
the base of the palm, and then and pointed off in the
distance over the horizon.
“We come from the Five Kingdoms over the sea,”
he said aloud. “Our legends speak of great lands such
as yours.”
The cloaked figure pressed his palms together as in
prayer, and nodded once.
The humble fishermen looked back and forth at one
another, until Benda finally said, “Whatever the name
of this place, we pledge our goodwill as friends and
guests.” His companions nodded once in agreement.
The cloaked figure held up both hands, palm out,
then pressed them together again and bowed low from
the waist.
Thus an ancient bond which had been sundered
began anew, though the true test of its strength was
yet to come. And as the Listeners of Temple Mount
received the news from the bell-ringers of Elum below,
the High Augur gave the signal for the Cycle to begin.
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The First Cry of Delrin
To understand the past, one must understand the
future. In all and in each, the echoes of the other.
Destination, origin, and route; as flower, leaf, branch,
trunk, and root. So on through fungus, soil, insect and
all those who dwell and toil in the dark below. It was on
this basis the people of Quatria performed their elaborate rituals to harmonize with the Octave of Time.
Upon arriving in the village of Elum proper, the
Pentarch sailors found themselves greeted by those
people as long lost cousins. The missing thumb of their
outstretched hand. The children lead the way, followed
by the Silent Figure, in turn followed by the three
sailors themselves, Benda the Brave, Tendar the Tall,
and Ofend the Round. The villagers took them by the
hands, gripped their shoulders, and touched their faces
in ritual greeting. They offered them sweetdrink and
dried cakes made from mashed salted fish, berries, and
fermented grains. The empty bellies and many aches
suffered by the sailors on their long voyage at sea were
soon forgotten, replaced with rejoicing and the powerful unshakeable feelings of homecoming.
They slept that night in the loft of the family home
of Garth Daub Al Elum, father to two of the children
who had found them on the beaches by the docks. He
was a store-keeper of Elum village, and member of the
Elder Council which governed with great wisdom and
12
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prudence that village, and the surrounding region of
the foothills below the Temple Mount.
Meanwhile, on that blessed mount, though the sailors themselves were fast asleep and did not hear, a high
fierce note of one lone singer cried out in the night,
signalling the close of the first day of the Dark Dance
Cycle. Dressed in the flowing black robes pinned full
of flowers associated with the part, the young virtuous woman playing Delrin the Beautiful, mate of sad
Elum, fell silent upon the parapets of the Great Arch.
And after a held count of emptiness, the waits on the
walls blew their lesser horns in response, and all torch
fires burning still in that city and in Elum far below
were extinguished.
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